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Models: ArtFrame/RareMat

find all the resources connected to a specific award within one collection or across different collections
Models: ArtFrame/RareMat Award Model
Tools: Editors

BIBFRAME Editor

VitroLib
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Tracer Bullets
Workflows: Tracer Bullet for Vendor-Supplied Metadata

- Vendor provides MARC records & updates to ILS.
- ILS passes updates to Vendor.
- ILS enhance MARC data and link to operational record.
- Index maps & indexes data.
- Unified discovery layer provides indexed data.
- Reconciliation services return reconciled data to MARC to BIBFRAME converter.
- Triplestore exposes data to SPARQL endpoint/API.
Workflows: Reactive Pipeline
Community Meetings

meeting.ld4p.org
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Biblioportal

For ontology...
• Discovery
• Visualization
• Maintenance
• Mappings
• Assessment

biblio.ontoportal.org
What’s Next?

Pathway to Implementation
<http://bibframe.example.org/resource>
bf:contribution { a
bf:Contribution ;
bf:role 
<http://id.loc.gov/vocabulary/relators/ill> ;
bf:role [rdfs:label
"illustrator"] ;
bf:agent 
<http://id.loc.gov/rwo/agents/n94064763> }.
More information

www.ld4p.org
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